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Client Summary

Nationality

Number of Residents

Sri Lankan

195

Iraqi

39

Iranian

64

Afghani

64

Pakistani

44

Azerbaijan

1

407

Threat Level


Low

Summary of Incidents
There was one critical and two major incidents to report.
Date

Incident Type

Risk Rating

Description

12/03/2013

Perimeter

CRITICAL

Client Mohammad Ali MORADI (SWI051) attempted to
jump the fence line at C9 (near the construction zone
behind the client mess) however, a CSO pulled him down
from the fence and instructed him to cease his behaviour.
SWI051 then jumped the fence again and headed towards
the staff mess area.
The CSO called a code green and then made his way to
the SWI051. The CSO stood in the path of the client whilst
other CSO's came to his assistance. The client willingly
went to the "shade cloth area" with the CSO escort.
After a short time in the "shade cloth area" the client
attempted to climb over the shade cloth towards the car
park. He was stopped by CSO's.
The police were called and they attended. The client left
the RPC with police at 16:32

MAJOR

Client Mohammad DADASHY (OPL035) was found in his
tent 2C8. CSO's saw client with his left wrist slashed
several times.
IHMS was called and attended.
The client refused to leave the tent to get assistance at
IHMS.
CSO's restrained client and escorted him up the shade
cloth area.
Client had to be restrained on the ground as he was
uncooperative with IHMS and Wilson. Client was shouting
"freedom" and Crying.
IHMS sedated the client and then attended to his injuries.

Breach

12/03/2013

Self Harm
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Hanging

MAJOR

12/03/2013

Self Harm

MAJOR

Client returned to the compound at approx 1848.
Client Seyed GHAFARI (OPL032).
At 20:20 hours 12/03/13 in client tent 4B6 GAFHARI was
located hanging by his neck from a support beam in the tent by
two (2) CSO’s. He was cut down, placed on a bed, he was
breathing by unconscious, assessed by IHMS, removed to IHMS
for medical treatment. GAFHARI condition is stable and he
remains in IHMS for observation.
Client Mohammad DADASHY (OPL035).
At 20:20 hours 12/03/13 DADASHY was in the client shower
block when he placed a plastic bag over his head and
commenced to bash his head against the shower wall. CSO
entered the shower, tore the plastic bag off DADASHY’s head
and attempted to restrain DADASHY, a number of CSO’s
attended and assisted in restraining DADASHY. He was carried
to IHMS, where he continued to struggle, medical staff
requested CSO’s to continue restraining DADASHY whilst they
treated him. DADASHY received no injuries from this incident.
He was sedated and placed into the managed accommodation
under constant welfare watch.

Analysis of Client Activity
Group dynamics:
There continues to be incidents of self harm within the centre and this is not having an effect on the general mood
of other clients. There have been reports of nationalities being approached by clients participating in the protest
action trying to bully them into joining the action. The other clients are not willing to join and have stated so to
CSO’s and these clients.
The peaceful protesting is continuing daily at 1700 in the client compound.
Client movements:
Nil
Excursions/ Activities:
Excursions are continuing as normal.
Key Stressors: Weather, Environment, Infrastructure
Construction is continuing within the compound.
General Comments
Peaceful protests – The protests are steadily decreasing in numbers but remains majority Iranian with a couple of
Iraqis participating. The Voluntary Starvation protest numbers are slowly declining within the compound.
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